
Nikki Choyce updates HSVPOA

Description

On January 15, 2020, HSVPOA Comprehensive Master Plan Advisory Committee Chairperson, Nikki
Choyce gave an update to the Board of Directors. CMPAC Chair Choyce presented her report
immediately after the CFO report. Click here to view the CFO preliminary report.

What follows is a transcription of her presentation. I have attempted accuracy in this report.

For clarification, Nikki Choyce’s commentary is not highlighted. The commentary by others is
highlighted in green.

Cindi Erickson: “At this time we’d like to invite Nikki Choyce who is the Chair of the CMP 
Advisory Committee to address the Board with a progress update. Thank you.”

“Good morning. Thank you for inviting me here to provide you with a progress update with the CMP
Advisory Committee – the CMPAC.”

CMPAC serves 3 stakeholder groups

“According to the charter, our committee serves the needs of three stakeholder groups:

property owners,
Board, and
staff.”

“It is advisory in nature contributing to the Comprehensive Master Plan’s overall annual Budget
Prioritization and Progress Reviews.”

“It is our duty and responsibility to facilitate the input from stakeholders, evaluate input against the
CMP Implementation Tables and Enterprise Goals and be well-versed in the understanding of the
CMP’s objectives, strategies, and intended outcomes.”
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Organization of CMPAC was tackled

“This committee was formed last spring and has not yet completed its first year. Our first order of
business was organizational. We spent time creating our mission statement, which is:

“To advise the POA on the successful implementation of the Comprehensive Master Plan for the
benefit of Hot Springs Village Property Owners.”

“Next, we needed to develop our strategy for obtaining information and opening two-way
communication channels. To that end, the CMPAC members are serving as liaisons for the standing
committees. They provide CMP-related information to those committees, who now have a channel to
provide information to the CMPAC, as needed.”

CMPAC Subcommittees were created

“Where there are CMP elements, that are not mapped to standing committees, subcommittees were
created to fill the gaps. These include:

Growth and Community Development,
Communications,
Governance and Economic Development,
Marketing, and
Public Safety.”

CMPAC Communications Subcommittee

“Communications and public education are key to sharing information and clarifying CMP topics.
Progress has been [Indecipherable] in a variety of methods:

1. Communications Subcommittee has completed a review of the Hot Springs Village website
regarding CMP-related content. Information can currently be found in two locations. Staff agrees
updates are needed and we’re working with them to develop new content. We recommend CMP
information be for prospective Property Owners be separated from CMP information for current
Property Owners because the messaging and level of detail is different for these two audiences.

2. We’ve implemented an educational moment at our monthly meetings. This is a five-minute
segment, covering some aspect of the CMP, we’ve identified that may be of interest or in
[Indecipherable] to one or more of our stakeholder groups. For example, we’ve done topics on
understanding the replatting process, defining master plan, the GIS mapping capabilities of the
POA, and common misconceptions regarding counties’ roles in zoning.

3. Develop agreed-upon definitions for CMP-related terminology. A common lexicon is an essential
component of effective communications. For example, the CMPAC was asked to develop the
definition for deferred maintenance. This definition has been adopted by staff and has a
significant impact in two key areas: public service and budgeting. Another key term adopted is
the consistent understanding and use of the terms: short, mid and long term horizons. By
establishing agreed-upon ranges we can strengthen alignment of strategic objectives with CMP
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work and ensure they are accounted for in the annual planning and budgeting.
4. We are devoting a portion of our meetings, reviewing sections of the CMP. This supports the

Charter responsibility to be well-versed and understand the CMP objectives. In addition, we may
identify opportunities for changes for consideration in future CMP revisions.”

CMPAC Marketing Subcommittee

“Another subcommittee is marketing. It has completed work in several areas and has been a valuable
resource for staff. They conducted market research, market analysis – much of which is reflected in the
approved 2020 Marketing Plan.”

“In addition, the Marketing Subcommittee provided their expertise regarding criteria used when hiring
marketing manager and the RFP for the new marketing firm.”

CMPAC infrastructure efforts

“The second area of progress I’d like to share with you is the work on CMP infrastructure efforts.
Having a long-term plan is [sic] for our future is important. Realistically, we know that any plan
spanning decades must be reviewed and intentionally revised at the needs of the Village change.”

“To that end, this committee has drafted a process and associated criteria for evaluating potential
changes. It has been submitted for staff review.”

“The CMP is now two years old and it is recommended that, it is the recommendation of this committee
that it be reviewed annually.”

“Another aspect of the CMP infrastructure is taking a closer look at the CMP provided tools, to ensure
they are supporting staff and Board effectively. The tools include:

“Three prioritization tools for growth, amenities, and quantifying amenity value, the Implementation
Tables for each of the CMP recommendations and the three-year Operations and Maintenance, the O
and M Tables.”

CMPAC Progress

1. “Progress includes: We have completed our evaluation of the Growth Prioritization Tool and in
progress with the Amenity Prioritization Tool. We’ll be recommending changes to these so they
can improve decision making support.

2. The Implementation Tables are a primary tracking mechanism regarding the status of each of the
271 recommendations. We recommend staff updates this Table annually and the year-end
updates are nearly complete. The CMPAC will be reviewing them in preparation for 2021
planning and budgeting, once we have received them.

3. The Implementation Tables, in it’s current format, does not make it easy for staff to provide
updates, nor does it support robust reporting. We have been working with staff to update the
tables’ format to address these issues.

4. Like the Implementation Tables, it’s our recommendation the O and M Tables should be updated
annually. The approved 2020 budget includes updated O and M Tables for 2020 through 2022.
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You’ll notice the format improvements now include category, categorizing line items for either
capital or operating expense and then there’s either new, deferred or planned work using the
adopted deferred maintenance definition.”

CMP Implementation progress update

“Implementation progress update: The initial cost of creating the CMP was $500,000. This represents a
significant investment in our future and we recognize the need for identifying tangible savings and
revenues as a result of a [indecipherable].”

“The data is incomplete for 2019 and with Board’s approval, we’d like to work with staff to facilitate
collection and reporting of CMP-related results. Our preliminary assessment has identified savings and
more revenues equal to approximately half of the initial CMP cost. But, that doesn’t take into
consideration any associated expenses, so please keep in mind, that is a [indecipherable] number, not
a net number.”

“In summary, the CMP Advisory Committee is now committed, has now established an approach to
accomplish our mission. We have made progress regarding creation of a new processes: marketing,
communications. And we have the fundamentals in place for tracking CMP implementation progress.”

“And finally, I’d like to take a moment to say thank you to all the members of this committee for all their
hard work. It’s a great group of people and I really appreciate their time, their talents, and their
dedication.”

“Questions?”

CMPAC questions/comments from the Directors

Campagna: “I’ve got a question for you. There’s been a lot of despair regarding certain areas of 
the CMP, in the community. And one of them could easily be the town centers.”

Campagna: “Did this committee come to any conclusion as to whether we should have town 
centers? We should jettison that completely out of the CMP? Was that discussed?”

“Yes, you are correct. This is one of the, several hot buttons that the, that our community has regarding
town centers. The reality is that town centers have always been part of any kind of plan that there have
been back in the Cooper days on through.”

“But, whether we’re going to develop anything at this point, will only happen when we have community
support.”

“And the second aspect is, we’ve got a lot of things that we have to handle first in terms of
infrastructure. And it makes more sense to spend our effort and prioritize on what we do have versus
something new.”
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“So basically, it has been one of those items that, from my understanding and guidance from theBoard,
is that we won’t even put that back on the table, for a minimum of five years and withcommunity
support.”

Campagna: “I guess I’d like to see what the, and it’s not to point my finger at you, but, what the 
specific recommendations you’ve come up with other than that. Which I guess we have decided 
we are going to put them on hold.”

Campagna: “And this is just a general comment to the Board. Twenty-five or thirty years 
strategic plan doesn’t make a lot of sense to me. Xerox had a twenty-five year strategic plan. 
Guess what? Their whole business changed.”

Campagna: “Kodak did too. Fuji came along and then everybody got an I Phone. We don’t know 
where we’re going to be in twenty-five years. What we probably can try to plan out is three to 
five and maybe at best, ten. And I honestly think this committee should be looking at that 
length, that window of time, not where we might be in thirty years. First off, there’s probably not 
a person in this room that’s going to be here in thirty years.”

[laughter]

Nalley: “Can I make one statement? I was gonna say and I think that’s what you heard her 
talking about. When she talks about the Implementation Tables and the O and M, those are 
actually the strategic plans, inside. And that’s why they are focusing on that. So yes, there’s all 
this, you know, there’s this twenty-year plan. The 2,500 rooftops and all of that, but really, what 
we’re managing to evaluate are the Implementation Tables and the O and M Tables, which are 
three-year time frames.”

“And to borrow from Alice and Wonderland, if you don’t have, if you don’t know where you are going,
any way will get you there. We need to have a plan. And that road has to be longer in horizon than
what the short-term committments are. For a couple of reasons.”

“I mean we have to have alignment, because we have to have a vision of what our future is going to
be. But the decisions that we make today and for the next two, three, four, and five years, long beyond
any term for any particular thing, that is the consistency that we are looking for. We need to find that
road. And the CMP offers that.”

Campagna: “I don’t think anybody would disagree with that. And you’re right. Failing to, having 
no plans is planning to fail. Right? And I don’t think that’s the case at all. I know this Board is 
very interested in that window of time frame for a variety of reasons – revenue being one of 
them. What amenities are good, bad or different and what one’s maybe should be added. But, I 
can’t look out the window past when I’m alive.”
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Medica: “Nikki, I thought the report was real good. I’d like to get a copy of it. The Board should 
get a copy of it. There are, in talking to people in the Village right now, there’s a tremendous 
amount of, again, interest in Hot Springs Village. And I think the midwest is going to see a real 
burst of activity compared to the east and west coast, which have significant problems right 
now. But your report was well done and I appreciate what you put into.”

“Thank you.”

Dixon: “On behalf of this committee, I happen to be the Board liaison to it. I invite you Board 
Members to come to some of the meetings and see what these people do. We have a 
tremendous committee and everyone of them has expertise that I bet anybody wishes they 
could have on a committee.”

Dixon: “I am amazed at the lack of people that come to these open meetings. You all ask about 
transparency. We advertise when the meetings are going to be. We tell you the location. And if 
you have a chance, come and listen to what they’re doing. The next step of this, is that at the 
end of that meeting, if you have a question, it is open to ask them a question. So, I hate to say 
it, but most of you don’t really care, but yet you gripe about it. Come find out what they’re really 
doing. It’s worth the time. Thank you.”

Podawiltz: “I would like to ask about the Marketing Subcommittee report. I was under the 
impression that this committee would also be reporting their findings and their work effort and 
their work product to us, the Board. But yet, we’ve never seen any of that.”

“As a subcommittee of the CMPAC, if you would like information, then you may go to the chair of that
committee and I will help you get whatever information you want from one of our subcommittees.”

Podawiltz: “Okay. Thank you.”

Erickson: “Nikki, couple of comments. One topic, a decision that was made by this Board a few 
months ago that caused a bit of consternation in the community was when we designated the 
CMP as a governing document. And we did so for one primary reason. And that is that any 
change to that document enjoyed the benefit of majority Board approval for doing so. In 
contrast, had we not done that, then staff or others could change that document without Board 
approving it. So it was a very deliberate thing to do. The Board wanted to stay in control of that 
document. So, when you come to the Board in April, I believe is when your charter is scheduled 
for you to come with any recommended changes, it will need to take the form of a motion for a 
change and the Board itself will have to adopt that. So I just wanted to make certain that you 
were clear on that and that the Board was clear on that and the community is clear on that. I 
think it’s a good thing that the Board retained control of that document for the benefit of the 
community.”

Erickson: “I also heard you had an ‘ask’ for us today, didn’t you? You asked the Board to 
approve, as I understand, the application of staff time for the purpose of documenting true 
savings resulting from the CMP. Is that right? Is that your ‘ask’?”
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“We would like permission to work with staff so that we can collect documentation.”

Erickson: “Does anybody, including Lesley, have any objection to that?”

Nalley: “Let me say, I think Stephanie [Heffer]; you’re already working with Stephanie on that. 
Right? And as the liaison, the staff liaison certainly has that authority to assign staff. And I 
think you already support that. I certainly support that. So I am not sure that there is a…I mean, 
we’d love to have your support as well, but I think we’re already in that process. Am I right 
about that, Buddy [Dixon]? Buddy is the Board liaison.”

Erickson: “The Board doesn’t authorize the application of staff. That’s why I turned to Lesley to 
do that. So it sounds like we’re all aligned and will support that.”

“The challenges of having multiple stakeholder groups.”

Erickson: “Very good. Very good. That’s why I brought it up. Anybody else have any 
comments?”

Campagna: “I do. The reports that Diana asked for, she said she could get. I appreciate that 
Diana will get them. I would like to see a copy. There was also, I believe a report that compared 
what the Marketing Subcommittee recommended to what the actual document that was 
produced by Lesley’s marketing organization. And I am not suggesting either one is right or 
wrong. But I’d like…I could probably go through them all and figure out where all the 
differences were. If someone has produced a report that does a comparison, I’d like to see a 
copy of it, if anybody else on the Board would like to see it. So I guess we’ve got consensus on 
that.”

Erickson: “There’s one other thing, but I can’t think of what it is right now. So we’re good to go. 
Thank you very much. If it comes to me and you’re still in the room, I’ll call you back. Thank you 
very much.”

Dixon: “Let me say one thing. I think Jamie [Caperton] would be one of the people involved, 
Tormey [Campagna], to give you an answer on what recommendations the subcommittee gave 
them that were implemented into the 2020 plan.”

Campagna: “Candidly, I’d like to see it from, the report from the committee members. Not one 
that someone else produced.”

Dixon: “That’s what I’m saying.”

Campagna: “So if she has a direct copy of that report, that would be fine. And I am not 
suggesting what they designed in the marketing, would so far, Jamie’s organization is bad. I’d 
just like to see what the thoughts were.”

Nalley: “If I could, and thank you for…Jamie’s done a ton of work. If you have anything that you 
need from the staff, I’d appreciate you assign that to me.”
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Dixon: “Right.”

Nalley: “Right. And it does exist. Because actually a meeting was held to talk about that. So, it’s 
one of their committee meetings actually did that. So, it’s there.”

Campagna: “So you’ve got that report then, I would like to see it.”

Nalley: “I’d be happy to, if the Board, is there a consensus that the rest of the Board would like 
to see that?” 

Nalley: “Okay. Happy to…yep, we can get that for you.”

Erickson: “It came to me. Are all your subcommittees still functioning? Or have any been 
disbanded?”

“At this time, they are all functional, but work on them is sporadic, based on need.”

Erickson: “Okay. Very good. Okay. That was fine. All right, Thank you very much, Nikki. Well, 
well done and congratulations to the committee for making the progress it has, even with a 
chair change in the middle, which sometimes can slow things down. So it sounds like you are 
full-steam ahead. So I appreciate that very much. Thank you.”

Erickson: “Okay. And we would like a copy of that report for our records, too. Thank you.”

Click here to watch the YouTube video of Nikki Choyce’s report

Transcribed by Cheryl Dowden

Video recorded by Joe Dowden
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